Abstract. We discuss the applied magnetic field dependence of the absorption of microwaves by a 3-dimensional array up to 30x30x30 Josephson junctions with random parameters including the resistivity, capacity and inductance of each junction. The numerical simulation results for the networks show characteristic microwave absorption anomalies observed in the ceramic samples of high temperature superconductor YBa2Cu3O7−x. We also provide a discussion of the absorption in simple analytical terms of Josephson loop instabilities.
Introduction
Soon after the discovery of high temperature superconductivity it has been established [1] [2] [3] that in ceramic samples of YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7−x there exists a large nonresonant microwave absorption in zero and low applied magnetic field that can be associated with the transition to the superconducting phase. An exemplary field dependence of this absorption is displayed in Fig.1 [1] . A broad absorption structure is modulated by a noisy signal with a clear evidence of a quasiperiodic substructure. One can also observe nonlinear phenomena, e.g. a generation of odd harmonics in zero applied field and of even harmonics in nonzero field [4] .
The experimental setup used to measure the spectrum depicted in Fig.1 is an EPR spectrometer, which provides the magnetic resonance response due to Cu 2+ ions in the normal phase in the field range 0.35 ∼ 0.4 T . The lower field signal has a reversed phase with respect to the usual (Lorentzian) EPR line. Therefore, this low-field absorption has been attributed to the power loss in current loops connected by the dissipative Josephson junctions, which in turn are created between the grains in a ceramic sample. Actually, such junctions appear also in the monocrystaline sample [5] , although their presence in good quality untwinned monocrystalline samples should be associated with the Cooper-pair tunneling along the c-axis.
Because of the potential application of ceramic high temperature superconductors in various microwave applications, it is important to study the properties of a general three-dimensional array of Josephson junctions shunted by resistance (R), capacitance (C), and with inductance (L), together with inclusion of some random variations of the junction parameters. Such model can be called the disordered RLC-SJJ model [6] . For that purpose we consider a lattice depicted in Fig.2 , where θ α ijk labels the phase difference in the direction α = x, y, z, and (i, j, k) locate the junction position in the three-dimensional array. This model was considered in various simplified situations by a number of authors [7] . Here we consider a 3-dimensional granular structure and disregard the circumstance that the grains themselves may have a coupled Josephson structure along the c-axis, perpendicular to the CuO 2 planes [8] . In other words, the intergranular critical currents are assumed to be much smaller than their intragranular counterpart. This should allow us to address the question about role of the Josephson network in causing the hysteresis when cycling slowly the applied field, as well as the question of the existence of a residual contribution in the zero field.
The model

Dissipative lattice of Josephson junctions
We start from the gauge invariant phase θ between points 1 and 2:
where ∇φ is the gradient of the phase of macroscopic wave function, A in the vector potential, and the integration takes place between the two sides of the junction with the sign convention in accordance with the coordinate directions shown in Fig.2 . Taking into account the single valuedness of the wave function, the Stokes theorem for the elementary loop, we obtain the relation between e. g. the magnetic flux piercing the loop in xy plane and the phase differences on the Josephson junctions composing the loop in the form:
For the sake of convenience we label the loops currents I αβ ijk in the same manner as the fluxes Φ αβ ijk , as shown explicitly in Fig.3 . Introducing reduced quantitiesΦ = Φ/Φ 0 , andθ = θ/2π we can write down the relation (2) for each plane αβ = xy, yz and zx with the replacement Φ →Φ and θ →θ, so that: 
The corresponding relation for the junction phase differences are:
Let us write down the dynamic equation for the current in individual loop. For a single RC shunted Josephson junction (cf. the inset in Fig.2 ) the total current I through it is composed of 3 terms, namely
where C and R are the junction capacity and resistance, respectively and I c is its critical current (the self-inductance L is included through the relation to the flux, Φ = −LI, see below). In the case of a junction placed on z axis inside the network, the current through it is composed of four contributions from the loops attached to it, namely
Defining additional dimensionless variables
we can write down a complete set of dynamic equations forθ x,y,z in the form
The boundary conditions are set as
whereΦ ext α is the external flux (in units Φ 0 ) enclosed by the plane perpendicular to the axis α = x, y, z. Thus we see that the external flux is screened by the self-inductance and Josephson supercurrents at the surface; these currents ignite internal supercurrents distribution. Substituting the expression for the current (9) via fluxes (10) , and subsequently, use the relation (3) between the fluxes and phases, we arrive at the closed system of 3N (N + 1) 2 equations forθ α i,j,k (t) of a homogeneous Josephson array whose solution will be discussed first numerically, and then in physical terms. For that purpose we have to introduce first the random variations of the junction parameters to make the situation more realistic.
Inclusion of the grain size distribution and the numerical procedure
The system of nonlinear equations (3), (9) and (10) is solved numerically and, subsequently, analyzed in qualitative terms. The physical situation is reflected by assuming that we have a microwave field of period T and amplitude A m applied along the x-axis and x-axis and a static magnetic field applied in the z-direction. In other words, the external magnetic flux piercing the network has the components
where α << 1 describes the slow sweeping rate of the applied (quasistatic) field.
The description of real systems requires taking into account the random variation of the parameters of each loop in the array. For this purpose we introduce coefficients a , and in a similar manner the other components. Analogously, the junction parametersL andΓ fluctuate and depend on the direction, e.g.
All the parameters fluctuate according to the Gaussian distribution with 10% dispersion to match the experimentally estimated dispersion of crystallite size [1] arround the values a = a 0 ≈ 1,L 0 , andΓ 0 . The representative values of the parameters in both physical and dimensionless units (used in the simulation) are provided in Table 1 . The microwave field periodT = 50 corresponds to the frequency much higher than that in the experiments [1,2,3] (9.4 GHz).The higher frequency was taken to accelerate the computations carried out on the work station Alpha-600 MHz (DEC). We believe that this factor does not influence the output character in any essential way. Besides, the values of parameters listed in Table 1 are rough estimates anyway. Critical current:
Damping: Normal state resistivity:
The system of 3N (N + 1) 2 differential equations, generated for N = 1 − 30 was solved numerically using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method [9] 3 Analysis of the results
Numerical solution
The power absorbed (per one junction) can be written in dimensionless units as
where averaging takes place over the time interval equal to the microwave field periodT . This expression corresponds to the expression P = U 2 /R in dimensionless units, where U is the voltage drop on resistance R. The representative shape of the applied field dependence (in units Φ/Φ 0 ) ofP is displayed in Fig.4 for several values of N = 3 − 30. We see that the discrete absorption peaks average out with increasing N . Nonetheless, two characteristic feature survive. First of them is that the absorption starts at the valueΦ ext z = 0.9 (corresponding to 10% reduction of the elementary loop size from the standard value equal to unity). Second, well defined minima develop at specific values ofΦ ext z . These minima are also present on the experimental curve (cf. Fig.1 , where the derivative dP/dΦ z was measured). The first minimum is positioned atΦ The described effect is more pronounced with increasing N and must be common to all inhomogeneous superconductors when the statistic improves. It is related to the dispersion in size distribution of the crystallites and should take place only if the statistical distribution is peaked around one or two sizes (in the second case it means that we have bicrystallites coexisting with the crystallites). To understand this secondary features in detail have to analyze the array with variable N and identical physical parameters. The results of the simulation for such network containing N ×N ×N junctions are diplayed in Fig.5 , for the values of parameters N = 1 ÷ 10,Γ = 5 andL = 1. With increasing N we observe the systematic filling of the space between the discrete resonance (physical discussion) of which is provided below), which eventually for N → ∞ smoothens out the absorption curve above the threshold value ofΦ 
Physical discussion
The first simulation cycle of the absorption was carried out on a single cube containing 12 junctions without random variation of the parameters. Strictly speaking, we have studied the evolution of the absorption maxima with increasing inductanceL. Elementary analysis suggests that the first absorption maximum appears for a single junction atΦ ext z =L, which determines the connection betweenL and the lower critical field for the sample
This result follows from the circumstance that forΦ ext z =L the current screening the external flux in xy plane achieves a critical value for the appearance of nonzero voltage. The results presented in Fig.6 prove that the maxima in question appear at higher field depending. The presence of the microwave field does not account for the difference, as it shifts the maximum the opposite way.
The qualitative analysis of the differential equations describing the system helps to explain the maxima positions in the following manner. Let us consider a planar (xy) loop containing 4 junctions in the static fieldΦ or equivalentlyθ
The last equation describes a damped oscillations in a potential field
For the absence of applied field the system has a minimum at rest:θ = 0. With increasingΦ ext z the equilibrium position shifts until the minimum becomes an inflection point, at which a catastrophe of A 2 type occurs. The situation is represented schematically in Fig.7 . The minima at the V (θ) curves are determined by the condition 4θ +L sin 2πθ = −Φ ext z .
For largeL this equation has many solutions, but starting fromθ = 0 forΦ ext z we can establish unambiguously, which is realized, as illustrated in Fig.8 . From acquires minima, i.e. for
where k = 0, 1, 2, .. . The valuesθ c lead to the values of the flux
This expression determines approximately only every second absorption maximum position displayed in Fig.6 . This is because we have ignored the effect of the microwave field, which is parallel to the x-axis, which breaks the equivalence between x and y axes. Additional simulation has shown that even for a very small amplitude A m = 10 −15 of the microwave field the picture is changed drastically: the number of maxima doubles and their positions shifts by a small jump. Additional problem is connected with the fact that Eq. (20) is not defined forL < 2/π a circumstance leading to a continuos evolution. A detailed analysis of stability of the system of differential equations describing the discussed 12 junctions is quite lengthy and after a linearization with respect to A m leads to the following expression replacing (20) (see Appendix A):
This approximate analytic result is compared with the simulations in Table 2 .
The agreement is quite good, particularly for largeL. Stability analysis complicates enormously for large N , even for A m = 0. However, we can grasp the difference between the results for N = 1 and N = 2 in Fig.5 . Namely, taking for N = 2 the problem symmetry then we can reduce The character change of the absorption spectrum obtained after introducing the random fluctuations of the junction parameters is also easy to grasp quantitatively. Each discrete absorption line for a regular array depicted in Fig.5 is convoluted with the probability distribution. The lines for largeΦ ext z are smeared out proportionally in a wide region, so their sum will result in a practically constant value of the absorption. The expression (13) for the first critical field is valid; that is why it was used to the evaluation of the quantities listed in Table 1 . This is simply due to the fact that forΦ ext z <L absorption is zero, since the superconducting loops screen the external field.
As we have seen, the absorption effects are amplified with growing N . This proves that they are common to all inhomogeneous superconductors, in distinction to the dispersion of results in one simulation cycle, which disappears with the better statistics.
Summary
A general method has been presented of generating a system of second-order differential equations, which describe the time evolution of three-dimensional Josephson networks with inclusion of their resistivity, inductance and capacity. The effect of junction capacity is important, since we include high frequency microwave field. Apart from a characteristic field B c1 we observe the existence of second critical field described above.
The analysis of the stability of those equations for a single structural cell (a cube containing 12 junctions) provides the absorption maxima positions only after inclusion of the small microwave field amplitude. Also, the networks of the size 30 × 30 × 30 and with a 10% random variations of the junction parameters are sufficient to account for the experimental observations. 
The last two equations in (A3) describe damped oscillations of two coupled nonlinear oscillators under the influence of the external force This means that at each catastrophe the system overcomes, at given magnetic field, half of the way to the next critical point (or, pulls back by the same value). This, in turn leads to the frequency doubling, with which catastrophes happen with a slow increase of static external field. In effect this leads tõ
where k = 0, 1, 2, ... . This is formula (21) in the main text.
